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Stretch for Golf BONUS PACK is a follow up to Stretch for Golf in 5 Minutes or LESS! It is full of

in depth information on the reasons why flexibility and strengthening are so important to a

consistent golf game free of injuries. A collection of Golf Injury Specialists including Jeanne

Ernst and Mike Hansen (of Hansen Fitness for Golf) graduates of the Titleist Performance

Institute (TPI) as well as the PGA Expo Best New Product for 2012 The Set-Up Stick and

excerpts from Chiropractor and Golf Pro Dr Jeff Blanchard on the role the mind plays in having

a better and safer golf game. Illustrated by Ronald Roesche, former Disney animator and

written by chiropractor and former professional footballer Dr John DeWitt. Stretch for Golf

BONUS PACK is critical to any golfer that is not satisfied with their game and wants to get that

edge.More on the TPI perspective on training for golf:The way our golf fitness business is

structured is byperforming a golf fitness assessment on each new client. During this

assessmentwe look at flexibility in the muscles, mobility and stability in the joints,strength in the

abdominals, glutes, and thoracic region, and balance. The mostimportant aspects we address

first is flexibility and mobility, as well as stabilitystrength and coordination ( the understanding of

how the body should moveduring the golf swing). Once we reach sufficient levels in those

areas we canthen start building strength, speed and power in our golfers.The most common

injuries in golfers are usually in thestable joints, the knees, lumbar spine, and elbows. To

prevent these injurieswe take a joint by joint approach, made famous by strength and

conditioning CoachMike Boyle. Starting from the foot andmoving up the body ,the foot is stable

the ankle is mobile, the knee is stablethe hips are mobile, lumbar spine is stable, thoracic spine

is mobile, scapulais stable, shoulder is mobile, elbow is stable, wrist is mobile.The golf swing

puts a tremendous amount of stress on thosestable joints, since the majority of the movements

are rotational. If any ofthe mobile joints have tightness it will add even more stress to those

stablejoints. For example, if someone comes tous that has been treated for lower back pain,

the first thing we look at is hipmobility, thoracic mobility, and lumbar stability (core strength).

Ideally welook for a golfer to be able to turn their shoulders 80-90 degrees and limittheir hip

turn to 35-45 degrees in the back swing, all while maintaining aconstant posture throughout. In

order to do this they must have ample mobilityin the hips to keep them stable, good mobility in

the thoracic spine andshoulders to be able to turn and create width in their arms.Imbalances in

the body can also cause injury, the sport ofgolf is one of the only sports in which you stand in

one position and make thesame movement with maximum force over and over again. We see a

lot of tightnessin front of the body since everything we do is in front of us, computer

work,driving, golf, texting, etc. What happens are the muscles in the front of thebody become

tight, and the muscles in the back of the body become weak, whichin turn puts stress on the

joints and makes them even more immobile.Elbow injuries are usually caused by a swing fault

oroveruse. To prevent elbow injury make sure the wrists have sufficient mobilityand perform

forearm strengthening exercises. Lack of shoulder mobility willusually cause the swing fault

(chicken wing) that will lead to elbow pain.In summary, many golf injuries are caused by swing

faults,or the body compensating for limitations in the joints or lack of stabilitystrength in the

surrounding muscles.

From the AuthorMost of us suffer needlessly from naqging aches and pains during our

weekend golf outings. This does not have to be the case!The stretches and tips in this book



provide the golfer the "best case scenario" to reaching their full potential without injury or

incident.The range is the first place that most misled golfers begin the road to repetitive use

injuries with improper swing mechanics... but that is not the only problem. The club head is

swinging around the body of the Pro golfer at over 120mph+ and the amateur at 110mph+.

Every swing at the range should ONLY be taken at a rate of ONE PER MINUTE! Most golfers

go rapid fire at the range and go through a large bucket of balls in less than 45 minutes!Do not

fall into this trap! Relax, take a full 60 seconds per swing but most importantly, use the secrets

in this book to fully prepare for golf."Failing to plan is planning to fail"From the Inside FlapThank

you so much for investing in your LONG TERM golf health. Our goal is to keep you playing at

your best for decades to come! If you find the information useful, please write a review and

'like' us on . Good Golfing!Dr. John DeWittFrom the Back CoverDr DeWitt has been an athlete

since the second grade. He was told by a teacher that he "looked like a football player" at the

ripe old age of seven.He went on to earn a full scholarship to Vanderbilt University and then

become a professional with the Houston Oilers, Montreal Alouettes of the CFL and play for the

XFL and Arena Football League.His cousin, Packard DeWitt, made the PGA tour back in the

'90s. Dr DeWitt was lucky enough to have private lessons from his cousin back in his youth.He

suffered a shoulder injury during his playing days which currently hinders his golf game but has

not squelched his love of the game. Currently, Dr DeWitt is a corrective care chiropractor in

Huntington Beach, California. He has done additional post-graduate work in Golf Injuries and

Advanced Sports Nutrition."My mission is to help golfers to optimize their game without risking

their health. We should all be able to golf well into our Golden Years".-Dr John DeWittIf you

find the information in this book helpful, please recommend it to your friends and write a review

on Ebook Tops. This will ensure that nobody will suffer needlessly from unnecessary golf

injuries.About the AuthorDr. DeWitt is a Vanderbilt University graduate who earned a full

athletic scholarship after his first semester. He went on to become the starting defensive end

for the next four years and was awarded the Wade Looney Award for outstanding work ethic.

He continued his football career with the NFL Houston Oilers, NFL Europe Champion Scottish

Claymores, Montreal Alouettes of the CFL, San Francisco Demons of the XFL, and several

teams in the AFL including three seasons with the LA Avengers. After retiring from football, Dr.

DeWitt earned his Doctor of Chiropractic degree from Los Angeles Chiropractic College. He is

practicing in Orange County, at Bergman Family Chiropractic, specializing in personal injury

cases and corrective chiropractic care.He is an Advanced Sports Nutrition Specialist and

Certified in Golf Injuries.He is an active volunteer for the Assistance League of Newport-Mesa,

the Lili Claire Foundation and supporter of Boys Town of California. He can be seen on the

Healthy OC segment of the Real OC on KOCE hosted by Heidi Cortese. He has been happily

married to Cathy DeWitt for over twelve years. They live in Irvine with their three adorable

dogs, Murphy, Ginger, and Maggie.Read more
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Stretch For GolfBONUS PACKBy Dr John DeWitt DCIllustrated by Ronald RoeschMike Hansen

& Jeanne Ernst (Contributors)Stretch For GolfBONUS PACKCopyright 2012 Dr John DeWitt

D.C.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or

by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any

information retrieval system, without written permission from the author.For Information,

contact:Dr John DeWittGolfProChiro@gmail.comPraise for Dr DeWitt’s Work“The stretches

and exercises Dr DeWitt has shown me have helped me stay on the course and lowered my

scores!”- Dennis“Thanks to Dr DeWitt, my shoulder and low back are constantly improving and

I am able to golf better than I did before!”-Mario“The things the big guy showed me have

allowed me to continue playing with my golfing buddies. I’m the oldest in the group at 88, but

I’m still hanging in there with them!”-Earl“My shoulders have a much better range of motion

now which has helped me increase my drives by 15-20 yards! My friends are impressed and

keep asking me my secret… I guess it’s out now!”-Hector“Dr DeWitt’s golf stretches and tips

have helped me overcome my RA and keep me on the links! I’m playing at least twice a week

now and loving every minute of it. Golf is crucial to my business and Dr DeWitt has helped me

continue to negotiate big deals by keeping me out there.”-Austin“Thanks Dr D! I got my first

hole in one the other day and continue to improve through all my hard work and your

treatments I will be in the LPGA before you know it!”-GraceIntroductionGolf injuries can be a

nagging problem that, if not addressed, can lead to permanent damage.I have played over 12

years of professional football and have experienced a variety of injuries that can also affect

golfers. This is a quick reference manual to explain what to do to improve the safety, power,

and consistency of your golf shots. Safety- proper golf swing biomechanics ensure that you will

reduce your chances of repetitive use traumas that often occur on the links.Power-

strengthening golf-specific muscle groups and increasing the flexibility of muscles will help

increase thedistance of your drives. Consistency- having a safe and powerful golf swing

translates into longer and more accurate golf shots.My hope is that this handbook will give

golfers all the tools and techniques to play good quality golf well into the golden years. If you

find the information useful, I would greatly appreciate a review and like on . Good Golfing-Dr

John DeWittGolf Injury Specialist, Chiropractor, Advanced Sports Nutrition Specialist‘Being a

chiropractor patient has really helped me immensely.’‘It’s as important to my training as

practicing my swing.’-Tiger WoodsTable of ContentsPraise for Dr DeWitt’s

WorkIntroductionTable of ContentsOverviewKEEPING YOUR HEAD IN THE GAMEStretch and

StrengthenVertebral SubluxationStructural ConditionsWarm UpTipsAnatomy of a SliceThe

Nerve!Key PointsTHE PIVOT3 Key Points SummaryAnatomy of a SliceFunctional Tests and

StrengtheningStabilizing the PivotLeg DriveRubber Band ExerciseTHE INCLINE

PLANEHANSEN FITNESS FOR GOLFJeanne ErnstTHE SET-UP STICKGOLF

AUTHENTICBIBLIOGRAPHYOverviewI'm the best. I just haven't played yet.Muhammad Ali, on

his golf gameA 250 yard drive is no longer good enough!Paul Chek writes in his book, The

Biomechanics of Golf, that “Amateur golfers achieve approximately 90% of their peak muscular

effort when driving a golf ball. This is the same intensity as picking up a weight that can only

be lifted four times before total fatigue.” That’s just for one swing! Golfers take hundreds of

swings when they play or practice golf.It has been reported that nearly 50% of golfers will

eventually suffer a golf-related injury.Golfers have a high incidence of injury. They swing their

golf clubs at speeds of 90 to 115mph. When they swing off-balance, there is undue and often

violent strain on the muscles, tendons, ligaments and joints of the body. There are two critical



elements to creating a biomechanically correct and SAFE golf swing.Remove all nerve

pressure in the bodyUndergo repetitiveNeuromuscular (mind-body) re-education.Ensure all

nerve interference (subluxation) is removed via chiropractic adjustments. This will enable your

spine to have increased strength and flexibility and increase power and distance.This

neuromuscular re-education is a simple drill. Put a 10ft piece of tape on the floor straight out

behind the ball as though the target plane line extended through the ball. Now rehearse your

backswing and downswing WITHOUT A GOLF BALL making sure to keep your left arm parallel

to the plane line between 6-9:00 in the training zone. Use a device such as the “swing-light

trainer” (or any of several lasers that clip onto the shaft) that traces the incline plane of the club

shaft relative to the plane line. Do this for 30-50 reps daily for three weeks. The Training

Zone12:00TECHNO-GOLF1974HANDICAP FOR MEN:16HANDICAP FOR

WOMEN:292000HANDICAP FOR MEN:16HANDICAP FOR

WOMEN:29________________SCORING AVERAGE1945– BYRON NELSON 68.332000–

TIGER WOODS 68.17It’s NOT the clubs, it’s the golfer!GOLF IS AN ATHLETIC

EVENT:AVERAGE CLUB HEAD SPEEDS:AMATEUR- 90MPHTOUR PRO - 115MPHSPEED

FOR 300 YD DRIVE - 125MPHThe keys to hitting longer, more powerful golf shots?BETTER

SPINAL FLEXIBILITYWIDTH OF ARCBALANCEThe average golfer has no warm-up or

stretching protocols. They are swinging the club with violent, intermittent effort. This is a

recipe for injury.There are three fundamental causes of golf injuries:Postural InstabilityPoor

Swing MechanicsPoor Golf FlexibilityThe golf swing requires the spine to rotate, bend laterally

and extend. This requires golf-specific flexibility.There are no shortcuts. To hit longer, more

powerful golf shots they must be willing to improve their POSTURE and flexibility.Always

remember when stretching:Drink lots of water (Half your body weight in ounces daily), Stretch

Slowly and Keep Breathing!KEEPING YOUR HEAD IN THE GAMEAn interview withDR JEFF

BLANCHARD DCThe reason the pro tells you to keep your head down is so you can't see him

laughingPhyllis Diller, entertainerFrom chiropractor and Golf Pro Dr Jeff Blanchard.I graduated

from Chiropractic College in 1980 and didn't start playing golf until 1995. My second year I

injured my rib. I consulted with MD friends of mine. I was able to get the proper care but as

soon as I returned to golf I would reaggravate the injury and be unable to compete. So I began

consulting with PGA pros that had video of my swing and they would analyze this to determine

what was causing the injury. To my surprise, the PGA pros could not solve my problem. I was

stuck with an injury that MDs could treat but a recurring swing problem that the pros could not

understand.I understand you have published a textbook on preventing Golf Injuries?Yes, there

are 40 million golfers of all ages in the world and about half of them will be injured at some

time. The basic causes of golf injuries are:Poor golf specific flexibilityPoor golf specific

postureCompensation for the above two causes people to swing in such a way that they put

themselves at risk of injury. Most people can get away with this for a certain period of time. If

you are an occasional golfer you are putting stress and strain on your body and you may feel

stiff or sore following a round of golf but when you have the opportunity to play consecutive

rounds of golf you are then at significant risk of injury, if your body has not been conditioned to

play the game.The focus of this interview is the MENTAL GAME of golf. In your opinion, what

separates tour professionals, those that can make a living playing golf, from amateurs?In a

word it would be CONCENTRATION. The pro has an amazing ability to concentrate on the task

at hand. Your everyday golfer has difficulty concentrating on the task at hand. It is shocking

the number of thoughts that go throw an amateur golfers mind before attempting to strike a golf

ball. Tour pros have trained and utilized technology so that they can block out the extraneous

chatter and keep their minds eye on the target that will move the ball exactly where they want it



to go. ________________________________________You and the ball. Have you had the

experience of driving your car then suddenly you lose visibility due to fog, rain, dust or smoke?

All at once, you feel panic. You immediately slow down. You become nervous and tentative.

Your focus has move from the road ahead to the asphalt just in front of your car. Now each

and every tiny movement of the steering wheel seems critical for keeping the car on the

road. Have you had the experience of having a great round of golf when suddenly you are

facing looking down a narrow fairway of a long par four, with OB stakes on the left and a lake

on the right? All at once, you feel panic. You immediately try and slow everything down. You

become nervous and tentative. Your focus has shifted from the landing area that is 250yds

down the fairway in front of you to the many different movements your body needs to make to

produce a good golf swing. Every thought you know is critical to remember and to rehearse.

You can drive your car in a state of physical freedom as long as you can see the changing

conditions of the road from a distance. When your focus shifts from the road ahead to the

asphalt just in front of your car, you're driving in a state of conscious defensiveness to avoid an

accident or injury. You can swing a golf club in a state of physical freedom as long as you can

hold an image of the target in your mind’s eye when you swing the club. When your focus

shifts from the target to the many swing thought sin your head you are playing golf in a state of

conscious defensiveness to avoid poor performance.SATISFACTION- are you satisfied with

your level of play?I have yet to meet a golfer that is satisfied with their game. The 25

handicapper wants to break 90 the 12 handicapper wants to break 80. The tour pros need to

lower the playing averages in order to maintain their playing privileges for next season. Golf

playings elite need to play better in order to qualify for a spot on their Ryder cup team or tour

championship at the end of the year. The point is, no matter what your level of play, you want

to play better. If you’ve been at the game for several years, you're already deeply invested.

You're doing everything you can to improve. You practice, you take lessons, and you do

frequent equipment changes with clubs, balls, gloves and shoes. You read the books and

watch videos on golf instruction. You've even got the golf channel on most every day. In short,

you're frustrated. It seems for every great shot you experience, there are ten forgettable shots.

Let's face it. Your game is not the game you had hoped it would be. Most people would have

given up long ago, but not you. Why do you still practice? Why do you still play? Maybe it’s

because deep down inside you know that "you're not the problem". You have reasonable

athletic ability, and decent hand eye coordination. You have objective proof that there are men

and women that play the game at or very near par every time they tee it up. There are men

and women found all over the world that play the game so well so effortlessly. They are flesh

and blood mortals just like you and me yet they must know something about the game of golf

that you don’t know. They must have found something that you haven’t found. If you could find

"that" you KNOW you could play. FEAR- fear is nothing to be afraid of
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Stretching For Golfers - the complete 15 minute stretching and warm up routine that will help

you improve your golf swing, score, and game (golf instruction, back pain, golf books, golf Book

1), Ben Hogan’s Five Lessons: The Modern Fundamentals of Golf, The Wedge Book: An

Owner's Manual for Your Short Game, How to Hit Longer and Straighter Golf Shots (Golf's an

Easy Game Book 1), Secrets of the Swing, The Keys to the Effortless Golf Swing: Curing Your

Hit Impulse in Seven Simple Lessons (Golf Instruction for Beginner and Intermediate Golfers

Book 1), 4 KEYS GOLF - 4 KEYS TO BREAKING 80, The Fastest and Most Efficient Way to

Lower Your Scores, Enjoy Golf More, Shoot in the 70s. How to Break Your Scoring ... Every

Shot Matter! (Golf Demystified), Perfect Shot Control (Golf's an Easy Game Book 2), The Lost

Art of Playing Golf: Reconnect with the game you fell in love with (The Lost Art of Golf Book 2),

Harvey Penick's Little Red Book: Lessons And Teachings From A Lifetime In Golf, Golf: The

Ultimate Mind Game — Your Path to Peak Performance On and Off the Golf Course, I Feel

Your Pain: Let's Make Golf Uncomplicated, Fix Your Body, Fix Your Swing: The Revolutionary

Biomechanics Workout Program Used by Tour Pros, GOLF: The Art of the Mental Game - Less

Frustration, More Consistency, Lower Scores (TEXT ONLY EDITION), The Rule-Free Golf

Swing: Improve your game with four simple pictures, FINALLY: THE GOLF SHORT GAME'S

SIMPLE SECRET: An incredibly simple, effective and “easy to do” method to significantly

improve your short game that is almost too good to be true, FINALLY: THE GOLF SWING'S

SIMPLE SECRET - A revolutionary method proved for the weekend golfer to significantly

improve distance and accuracy from day one (1), The Golf Swing: It's easier than you think,

The Lost Art of the Short Game: Discover what is truly possible for YOU around the greens

(The Lost Art of Golf Book 3), The Lost Art of Putting: Introducing the Six Putting Performance

Principles (The Lost Art of Golf Book 1), The Three Fundamentals of Excellent Golf,

Comprehensive Keys to the Green: Unlock Your Putting Potential in the Game of Golf, 18

Golfing Secrets : Strategies, Tips, Drills and Philosophies To Shoot Lower Scores, The Naked

Golfer: Unabashedly Honest Golf Tips for the Unitiated and Clueless, 101 Mistakes All Golfers

Make (and how to fix them)

MJD, “Stretch for Golf BONUS PACK is helpful for golf & staying fit!!!. I really found this to be

helpful for golf, tennis, & general fitness. As a senior, I'm always looking for tips & exercises to

help maintain my level of play, & hopefully extend my playing time. This has great information

on keeping your back healthy, which can benefit all us older folks. I don't want to become one

of those old people always complaining about my back (I already have friends like that.) I think

this book will help keep me active for many years to come!!! JUJU”

Jeremy Douglass, “Stretch for Golf BONUS PACK: Da Bomb!. Stretch for Golf BONUS PACK is

filled with great instruction from TPI certified instructors. I have had great experience with TPI

instructors in the past and am always impressed by their knowledge of golf specific stretches

and strengthening techniques. My son found the Mental Side of golf section interesting as

well.  I highly recommend it!”

paul r camilleri, “Well done. I have been searching for a complete book to cover all the aspects

of golf fitness. No need to look any further...this is. The book for me”

Melissa S, “Stretch for Golf BONUS PACK: A phenomenal collection!. Stretch for Golf BONUS

PACK is a phenomenal collection of stretching and strengthening tips for the serious golfer and



the weekend warrior as well. I really enjoyed the information on Golf Stretches for Seniors

provided by Jeanne Ernst, a TPI certified specialist! Another great read by Dr DeWitt is 

  

Stretch for Golf in 5 Minutes or LESS: Don't Let PAIN Slow Down Your Game!”

The book by John DeWitt has a rating of  5 out of 2.6. 5 people have provided feedback.
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